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Abstract The advent of fully automated road vehicles is a
topic currently getting attention in the field of transport as well
as futures research: the technology is assumed to radically
change the way we move in the future as well as to expand
and differentiate existing mobility concepts. Still, the implica-
tions of automated driving are first and foremost discussed
from a technological point of view and uncertainty about
how this transition might take place remains. The embedding
in the system of automobility respectively the transport system
as a whole, currently lacks analytical as well as empirical
examination. In our paper, we will discuss the topic in relation
to three possible sociotechnical transition scenarios: (1) evo-
lution, (2) revolution and (3) transformation. We will extrap-
olate different scenarios of automated driving based on current
technical, economic, infrastructural, spatial, and transport de-
velopments and discuss its consequences for the transport sys-
tem and mobility concepts.
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Introduction

The advent of fully automated road vehicles—meaning cars
that drive without the need of a human driver—is currently a
much discussed topic. It is also getting attention in the field of
transport as well as futures research: The technology is as-
sumed to radically change the way we move in the future, to
have daunting influence on our societies and economies as
well as to expand and differentiate existing mobility concepts
[cf. 1, 2]. At present, the excitement about the technology in
the making seems tremendous—we are confronted with me-
dia reports on ‘machine-cars that consume drastically less fu-
el’ [3] or ‘cities with less congestion and noise’ [4], ‘people
that will stay individually mobile into old age’ [5] and ‘eras
ending where only owning an automobile represented free-
dom and mobility’ [6]. Statements like these pick up on dif-
ferent levels and elements (e.g. the technological development
of the vehicle itself, the traffic and infrastructure system, po-
tential users of the future technology or cultural aspects) that
are all involved in the genesis of fully automated driving.
Whether or not these expectations quoted will proof realistic
(or even the opposite will hold true!) when fully automated
vehicles become part of the transport system, they also point
towards the necessity to examine the technology beyond pure
technical aspects. New technologies do not appear ‘out of
nowhere’—their emergence itself is embedded in an existing
sociotechnical system—or moreover, technology deployment
is strongly linked to paying Badequate attention to [its] appro-
priateness for a particular physical environment or their im-
pact on social structure and needs^ [7, p. 92]. Prominent
examples for failing this requirement exist throughout tech-
nology history, e.g. the case of ‘Aramis’ [8] or the defeat of the
steam automobile [9]. The ‘meaning’ of technologies is only
comprehensible in relation to the societal urgency that they
address (e.g. in relation to mobility, time use, habitation).
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While at present uncertainty remains about when,
how, or if fully automated vehicles will be implemented
into our transport system and complement or replace
conventional road vehicles, we are nevertheless able to
identify scenarios, based on current (known) develop-
ments and deviate possible and maybe even radical im-
plications that display significance on different levels or
for different elements. An examination of these relevant
elements and processes in relation to technology is
therefore crucial at this early point of technological de-
velopment. It also relates to a more contemporary un-
derstanding of transport (studies) where a shift Bfrom a
primary focus on technology fix to a […] ‘transport in
society’ perspective^ has taken place for quite some
time [10, p. 29].

The aim of this paper is to discuss different scenarios
of fully automated driving with respect to their embed-
ding in a sociotechnical context to gain comprehension
of consequences for the future transport system and mo-
bility. We want to provide a better understanding of a
possible transition and identify aspects that enable or
constrain the implementation as well as the adoption
of fully automated vehicles in the future. We use a
holistic approach to obtain a comprehensive view on
the topic: the paper first introduces a multi-level per-
spective on automobility as an entangled sociotechnical
system. In the context of this Bsystem of automobility^
[11], we will, second, discuss whether a possible trans-
formation can be stated in the system that would sup-
port the emergence of fully automated vehicles in a not-
too-distant future. Third, we will elaborate on what is
meant by ‘fully automated driving’, what are common
motivations behind the technology and also, what is the
current development status on different levels. Based on
these considerations we will fourthly extrapolate three
scenarios as potential projections of how the introduc-
tion of fully automated vehicles might play out and
discuss their implications in relation to the future trans-
port system and (auto)mobility before we conclude with
an outlook regarding the needs for future(s) research in
the field.

New technologies in relation to sociotechnical
transformation processes

Over the past 20 years plenty of empirical and theoretical
work has been devoted to the topic of ‘sociotechnical transi-
tion’, mostly from an economic sciences point-of-view, name-
ly evolutionary theories [cf. 9, 12–16]. These perspectives
deal with interactions and entanglement of technical artefacts
with organizations/institutions, actors, structures, and social
practices within societies that mutually fulfill social functions

[cf. 9]. The analytical category ‘sociotechnical system’ is there-
by thought appropriate to display how social functions1 are
actively produced in processes where societal groups act in
systemic interactions—these groups are not only part of the
production, development and refinement of a sociotechnical
system, they also bring in various interests, perceptions, values
and norms, preferences, strategies and resources. Along with
this assumption comes the notion that it is never technology
alone (e.g. automated driving technology) that is able to induce
a change in a sociotechnical system but rather the many com-
plex interactions between societal groups, different actors as
well as the alignment of specific factors. Such a change will
then ‘transform’ a society fundamentally in its existing prac-
tices, attitudes, norms and values—or put in other words:
sociotechnical transformation fundamentally changes the way
how a system fulfills specific societal needs [12, p. 91].

To display change processes, Geels and others apply the
multi-level perspective (MLP), a middle-range theory that
consists of three analytical levels: landscape, regime and niche
[cf. 19].2 ’Regime’ describes the level where practices, socie-
tal functions and beliefs are constantly enacted, shaping rou-
tines, regulations, material and institutional resources and set-
tings, social groups, behavioral norms, cultural meaning, etc.,
therefore stabilizing the functioning of the system and forming
its Bdeep structure^ [21, p. 27]. ‘Stabilizing’ simultaneously
means that new technologies will have a ‘hard time’ of break-
ing through if they comprise altered interests, require new
rules and/or result in alternative routines. ‘Landscape’ and
‘niche’ are concepts derived from the regime level and are at
the same time highly correlated with it [21, p. 26]. ‘Niches’ are
described as protected spaces3 within the sociotechnical sys-
tem. Technical innovations can be developed without too
much pressure from the market, society, politics, etc., while
also facing great uncertainty [9, p. 450]. Niches normally pro-
vide specific sets of resources, cultures and shape social net-
works—which essentially make them small sociotechnical
systems themselves. Individual actors, specific technologies
and local practices are of particular importance when

1 The reference to the ‘functionality’ of a system is a specific way of
thinking, though, that received a lot of critique since its genesis in the late
19th century—on the one hand because the distinction between causes
and consequences of phenomena becomes blurry, and on the other hand
because identifying the functions of these phenomena does not necessar-
ily explain them [cf. 17], pp. 90]. This also proves significant in relation to
(auto)mobility, as automobile practices cannot only be derived from so-
cietal needs—but rather arise because they become feasible by the car [cf.
18].
2 Whereas in earlier works of this approach the three levels were also
characterized as ‘macro’, ‘meso’ and ‘micro’ to indicate a Bnested
hierarchy^ [cf. 20]: 1215], this was given up later as a response to the
accusation of inadequately overemphasizing vertical circulations within
transition processes, thus obstructing the view on social practices as con-
stitutional elements of a sociotechnical system [21, 22].
3 Space in this context refers to either ‚real‘ places and territories but can
also refer to virtual or imaginary places.
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developing alternatives to the status quo [16]. But to gain
momentum outside the niche and eventually break through
to the regime level to initiate change, niche innovations also
highly depend on developments on the regime as well as on
the landscape level [14, 23]. The term ‘landscape’ refers to
particular characteristics and aspects of a system that cannot
be changed easily or deliberately, e.g. spatial/environmental
structures like the dependence on finite resources (‘peak oil’),
demographic change, or globalization and individualization
constructions. Often, the landscape level is described as
forming an Bexogenous environment^ to the other levels [20,
p. 1215]—we would, however, rather suggest considering
‘landscape’ as a contextual category that constitutes processes
on the regime and niche level but is in reverse also constituted
by them. Figure 1 shows an exemplary (and only fragmentary)
structure of the levels with regard to the sociotechnical system
of automobility, based on the MLP—although only referring
to the different levels and exemplary, analytical elements,
without visually representing the dynamic processes that oc-
cur within the categories as well as between them (see [e.g. 21,
23] for more accurate illustrations).

The analytical tripartition of the MLP is a helpful approach
when focusing on possible changes in sociotechnical systems in
different ways: it provides a long-term perspective that seems
appropriate to sociotechnical changes—which are less likely to
happen as a sudden, ‘over-night’ change than as a process that
leads to gradual and evolving alteration. It also identifies mul-
tiple levels, actors, groups and domains that are involved in this
change. And by introducing the ‘niche‘ concept, it provides a
systemic level that is of particular importance when it comes to
the emergence of new technologies or radical innovations.

However, the approach was criticized for Bunduly [emphasiz-
ing] processes of regime change which begin within niches and
work up, at the expense of those which directly address the
various dimensions of the sociotechnical regime or those which
operate ‘downwards' from general features of the
sociotechnical landscape^ [24 p. 19]. The MLP was also ac-
cused of not providing great clarity about the scope of empirical
topics, especially when it comes to the regime level, and of not
explicitly highlighting the role of power practices and politics,
respectively, how knowledge and practices are continuously
(re)produced [15, 24]. Moreover, the approach tends to focus
on technical artefacts or social entities that influence each other
in complex ongoing processes rather than regarding hybrid
forms of sociotechnical entities [25, 26]—it also does so within
apparent boundaries of a specific system. As we will see in the
discussion on possible scenarios of fully automated driving, a
strict focus on one system alone could be insufficient some-
times. Before we shed light on possible prevailing shifts in
the sociotechnical system of automobility we will attempt to
briefly describe how this system can be characterized.

The ‘system of automobility’

The car is not just a means of transportation, but as a techno-
logical artefact it is deeply embedded in our (western) socie-
ties. This embedment refers to the compounded object itself
but also to the industry where it originates from, to consump-
tion practices by its users and owners, to the net of intercon-
nected industries, distribution, maintenance and building fa-
cilities, as well as to surrounding land use planning, road ad-
vertising, housing and accommodation, etc., to the ‘car

Fig. 1 Multi-level perspective on
automobility
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culture’ with its corresponding symbols, images and meta-
phors, and to the consumption of environmental resources
[11, pp. 25]. To determine this denotation of the car, it is
therefore necessary to gaze beyond the material artefact and
its characteristics and to consider the system that organizes
and (re)produces its existence. This ‘system of automobility’
can be described as a net of material and social elements, a
global system, comprising the industrially manufactured ob-
ject of the car, its social meaning as one major item of con-
sumption, its economic meaning within the involved indus-
tries, services and patterns of dwelling, its dominating position
with regard to other modes of movement and transportation,
its cultural associations as well as its ecological impacts. [21,
p. 608].

The system of automobility could be described in a variety
of ways [cf. 11], but an understanding of it being systemic and
structured first and foremost leads to the appraisal that it does
not suffice to focus on car use as a way to express something
respectively add specific meaning to our lives or to decode
specific cultural meanings of car use [cf. 27–29]—although
this gives valuable hints on the significance of the automobile
within our societies. However, it is rather an autopoietic mul-
titude of regulations, institutions, politics and practices that
continually ensure, reproduce and market the use of cars that
has to be regarded [11, p. 27, 29, p. 5,]. As such, automobility
is (1) one of the sociotechnical institutions our modernity is
significantly constituted of; (2) a set of political institutions
and practices that regulates and forms automobility and simul-
taneously mediates its consequences; (3) an ideological and
discursive formation that incarnates ideals of freedom, priva-
cy, movement, progress and autonomy that in turn legitimates
its technical artefacts (road vehicles, streets, maintenance
buildings, etc.); and (4) a set of possibilities to experience
the world while blurring the boundaries between human and
machine, nature and culture [30, pp. 2].

Sociotechnical change ahead?

After more than a century where the automobile ruled our
(western) mobile world, the predominance of this powerful
artefact finally is about to reach its limits—at least, this is a
rumor, currently spread widely within the social sciences,
transport studies and sociology, although the direction of
change is not yet clear [cf. 11, 18, 31, 32]. In fact, there is
some data particularly on changes in everyday travel behavior
that seems to support this assumption [cf. e.g. 33]—but all in
all, studies on actual trends on car use and ownership do not
suggest the automobile losing its predominance at present [34,
35]. Although, there might be some ruptures that could have
substantial influence on the hegemony of the system of auto-
mobility in the medium or the long term, these ruptures are
currently restricted to specific socio-economic groups as well
as specific geographic sites (e.g. urban areas), i.e. ^these post-

automobile mobility subjects and practices depend on specific
infrastructures and are therefore tied to cities and inter-city
connections and on a specific form of network capital […],
making them at present options for the urban elites and the so-
called creative class only^ [18, p. 619]. For the vast majority
of people who use and/or own cars, the automobile still seems
to have an immense significance when fulfilling their daily
needs [36, p. 114]. In fact, it appears to be a difficult thing to
change our relationship to the automobile, as we are so deeply
linked to this system in many ways (e.g. feeling the car, the
need for speed, etc.) [cf. 37]. In a recent, representative poll
among young adults from Germany, Austria and Switzerland,
only six percent of the respondents between 18 and 24 years
stated that owning a car is not up to date any more [38, p. 68].
And a nationwide German newspaper wrote only in January
2015 that the ‘love’ for the car is possibly not over yet, stating
that the car will not become less important but rather will have
to shift from a simple flivver4 to a smart companion [39].
However, as, with advanced automated driving functions,
more software and computer systems enter the car, it also
more Bbecomes a world in itself^ [26, p. 51] changing at least
the way we move in these vehicles—which might eventually
also show effects within the system of automobility itself. The
next section will focus on a few of these effects after making
some general remarks on the technology and its development.

Fully automated driving—a vision in motion

The vision of fully automated cars that operate without human
intervention needed is not novel—in fact, it is part of a history
almost 100 years old and ever since haunted the imaginations
of the technological feasible, above all in cultural
objectivations like images and films [cf. 40]. It is only recent-
ly, that the dream of the ‘auto-automobile’ finally seems to
come true, potentially heralding another mobile revolution
[41, p. VII]. What is currently labeled as ‘fully automated’,
‘autonomous’, ‘self-driving’, or ‘driverless’ refers to the auto-
mation of road vehicles: computer systems execute naviga-
tion, longitudinal and lateral control of a vehicle—a human
driver is not necessary any more [42]. Possibly, there is not
any human present in the vehicle, for instance when the vehi-
cle is underway to a certain pick-up point.

Fully automated driving is currently one of the predomi-
nant visions (in the form of a technological fix) that industry,
academic, and public sector groups pursue to address chal-
lenges that personally used automobiles present; or, in other
words, dissolving antagonisms that are—on the landscape

4 The old-fashioned term ‘flivver’, sometimes also known as ‘jalopy’,
‘clunker’ or ‘rust bucket’, refers to an automobile that is decrepit, run-
down and often of minor quality (e.g. unreliable in its functioning).
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level of the system—inherent to the current system of auto-
mobility itself [e.g. for visions and projects on the European
Union level, see 43, 44]. These challenges are: (1) compro-
mised safety with thousands of deaths in many countries
around the world; (2) consumption and pollution through the
transportation sector—which is to a large extent personally
used automobiles—that is one of the primary consumers of
petroleum based fuels and with that a large emitter of green-
house gas emissions; and (3) inefficiency and congestion, in
particular in the many metropolitan regions throughout the
world. Fully automated driving is considered to address these
challenges by (1) replacing what is related to as a ‘safety risk’
for car driving, namely the human that brings in elements like
distraction, fatigue, risky behavior, etc. [45, 46], by (2) con-
trolling vehicles to drive more smoothly and efficiently, there-
by improving fuel economy [47], and by (3) eliminating hu-
man caused backups with the help of automatically controlled
vehicles that can reduce time gaps between vehicles and in-
crease overall traffic flows (especially when coordinated by a
traffic management center or by utilizing vehicle-to-vehicle
communication) [48]. Yet, several questions—e.g. concerning
technical challenges, regulatory frames, economic benefits,
user and societal acceptance, etc.—remain unanswered and
the above mentioned prospects, highly depending on these
issues, currently portray visionary statements rather than em-
pirically secured certainties.5 It is therefore not yet clear what
precise consequences could come along by implementing
self-driving technology into our transport system—in relation
to travel behavior, land use, access to mobility, car related
industries, insurance policies, etc.—and not much academic
research has been devoted to these topics so far.6 There has
been, however, due to the growing interest in the topic, an
increasing number of studies and reports from consulting
firms [e.g. 49–52] as well as from other institutions [e.g. 2,
53], mainly aiming at advising policy makers and industry [cf.
52]. Taken together, current research on automated driving
often tends to focus on the technical parts of the technology
emerging and mostly originates from technical perspectives/
disciplines. We will in the following emphasize the context of
the system where the technology is likely to be embedded in
and focus on current trends, developments and actors that tend
to play a role in the genesis of fully automated driving (see

Fig. 2 for a graphic overview of the scenarios with regard to
their actual players and their assumed ambitions). We will
discuss three different deployment scenarios of fully automat-
ed driving—namely ‘evolution’, ‘revolution’ and ‘transforma-
tion’—based on what is currently known. Essentially, the
study used an explorative approach: between October 2012
and September 2014, expert views and studies from industry
and academia were discussed in six expert workshops and
through the adaption of work packages by various experts
from different disciplines. The overall aim of the project,
funded by the Daimler and Benz foundation, was to anticipate
and motivate a broader debate on automated driving from
interdisciplinary viewpoints [54]. The discussions and topics
were organized in matrixes and then compiled in specific use
cases of fully automated driving [55] as well as different de-
ployment scenarios [56]. Out of this, classifications of auto-
mated driving could be conducted, based on levels of automa-
tion (‘partly automated’ to ‘fully automated’), application
fields (‘restricted’ to ‘not restricted’), actors involved and mo-
bility concepts. By introducing the three scenarios, their pos-
sible requirements and consequences, we want to bring atten-
tion to a rapidly changing technological landscape and add to
the discussion on possible shifts and ruptures in the system of
automobility (see above). However, as we will show in the
following section, several elements as well as their dynamics
in the technological field currently remain nebulous, thereby
making it difficult to assess or even forecast transition process-
es. What we will provide, though, is a first overview on pre-
vailing developments that can initiate a broader scientific de-
bate on fully automated driving for the future.

Evolution of the personal automobile

One scenario towards fully automated driving, and potentially
the most obvious one, is the evolution of the personal auto-
mobile, which implies that the vehicle will be complemented
with technology assisting and eventually replacing the driver
[cf. 57, 58]. This scenario has its technological roots in what is
called ‘Driver Assistance Systems’, e.g. anti-lock braking,
stability control, adaptive cruise control, lane keeping assist,
emergency braking assist, parking assist, and now currently
the deployment of traffic jam assist [cf. 59, 60]. As these terms
suggest, the respective systems for now assist the driver (and
do not perform independently) in specific situations, which
can be categorized as too unfamiliar, too demanding or too
tedious to be performed by a human—whereas the tentative
end of this pathway is a passenger vehicle on the highway that
drives itself or maneuvers into a parking spot with no human
interaction necessary [61, 59]. Primary players in this field are
established vehicle manufacturers and component suppliers,
both often in collaboration with additional players in industry
and academia, aiming to continuously improve safety and
convenience of their products, i.e. personally used

5 For example, projections for the safety potentials of fully automated
vehicles are subject to various assumptions about variables that are cur-
rently unknown and therefore need to be validated and refined carefully
[46]. Also, the varying vocabulary used (Bdriverless^, Bself-driving^,
Bautonomous^, Bautomated^, Bintelligent^, etc.) could be misleading
and distracting to assess benefits and consequences of autonomous driv-
ing technology in general.
6 An exception presents the research project BAutonomes Fahren—
Förderprojekt Villa Ladenburg^, funded by the Daimler and Benz foun-
dation (for more information, see in the text)—worldwide probably the
most comprehensive project in academia so far, with a broad scope on
fully automated driving.
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automobiles. This scenario follows the approach how the au-
tomotive industry typically introduces innovation, which is in
a stepwise manner in the pursuit of keeping a competitive
advantage in the market [cf. 57, 62, 63]. However, it is con-
sidered demanding, that the introduction of automated driving
technology will require a shift in how humans interact with
vehicles and what infrastructure as well as regulatory mea-
sures might be necessary [1, 2].

One of the key elements, and challenge simultaneously,
therefore seems to be the human-machine interface: the evo-
lutionary steps from a scenario where the driver constantly
monitors the vehicle to a scenario where she/he only needs
to be present in case of an unforeseen situation to the fully
automated scenario where no monitoring and no intervention
are necessary any more, pose difficulties to interface devel-
opers as well as to engineers and human-machine psycholo-
gists [64, 65]. Simultaneously, drivers’ trust in a machine
seems to depend largely on the machine’s ability to mimic
humanity—e.g. having names, a gender, a voice—known un-
der the concept of ‘anthropomorphism’ [cf. 66]. Thus, the
vivification of machines could increase with the advent of
the fully automated vehicle as lines between the human and
the nonhuman become more and more blurry.

Another complicacy poses mixed traffic to this scenario:
While only few new vehicles would be ‘quasi self-driving’,
many existing vehicles would still be entirely human con-
trolled. How to implement safeguards in vehicle and roadway
systems to cope with mixed traffic will be a technical, regula-
tory and infrastructural challenge for the evolutionary scenario
towards automated driving.

With regard to the multi-level perspective (MLP), the path-
ways to this scenario could be described as either transforming
or reconfiguring the existing regime, more from within the re-
gime itself than from landscape, niche or outside forces [23].

On the landscape level, moderate pressure can be stated—e.g.
climate change and urbanization processes, i.e. rising conges-
tion problems as a result of spatial agglomeration. On the re-
gime level, this already lead to increased initiatives towards
greener, less congested cities [e.g. 67], thereby also exerting
pressure on regime actors like vehicle manufacturers to adjust
their products (i.e. technologies related to road vehicles) to the
stated challenges [47]. An evolution of automobiles that be-
come less and less human-operated will eventually modify
practices of using the car, being in the car, perceiving travel
time, etc. A gradual adaptation on the regime level is therefore
conceivable for the evolutionary scenario, though a fundamen-
tal change of the system cannot be anticipated at the moment.

This adds to the discourse of the car as the predominant
means of transportation, embedded in what is conceptualized
by Urry Bas a self-organizing autopoietic, non-linear system^
[11, p. 27]. As such, this system has been able to adapt to
changing environments (e.g. technological, political, infra-
structural, social) and reproduce its predominance continuous-
ly. When a CEO of a large vehicle manufacturer introduced a
concept car at the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas in
January 2015, that showed their vision about the future fully
automated car, he supported his keynote speech by key
phrases like Bprivate space and quality time^, Bluxury ,̂
Bexclusive cocoons on wheels^, Bspace, time and privacy ,̂
Bthird place […] in addition to home and office^ [68]—weav-
ing it in with what seems to be a logical evolution of the
automobile. Showcase phrases like these therefore represent
leading paradigms for the evolutionary scenario and can be
read as interesting hints that the era of the car might not be
over yet. Even the opposite could hold true: an automated
driving cocoon can be read as a metaphor for a private resort
that enables escaping frommodern life, often sensed as stress-
ful, noisy, speedy and crowded. In this context, driving in a car

Fig. 2 Overview of three primary
deployment scenarios for fully
automated driving
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could unfold further significance in relation to social interac-
tion within the inside space of the vehicle [cf. 69] 7—simul-
taneously, the (formerly self-driving) individual will be teared
from other social interactions on the outside even further, e.g.
the street life, traffic, environment, etc.

Revolution of personal mobility

While the evolutionary scenario seems to be relatively obvi-
ous as a pathway toward fully automated driving, there is
another much discussed trend that can be described as ‘non-
automotive technology companies entering the field’: Players
with a background in the internet search and online services
business now aim to apply their expertise in data systems,
mapping technology, and artificial intelligence to the mobility
field. The goal seems to induce a fundamental change in how
individuals use personal mobility—a revolution. In contrast to
the evolutionary scenario, no steps between current driving
modes and fully automated driving are intended, and a
completely different traffic pattern is envisioned altogether
[cf. 70, 71]. Although, it is not yet clear if—similar to the
evolutionary scenario—a broad coverage of highways should
be expected for this scenario or rather a limited deployment,
for instance only on reserved highway lanes or in specific
downtown areas; the latter might be more likely, considering
some of the companies’ research activities [72, 73].

Besides implementing their technology solutions in other
fields, a key motivation for the non-automotive technology
companies seems to be the extension of respective core prod-
ucts, i.e. internet services and online businesses, to what could
arguably be called the final frontier of the digital lifestyle, i.e.
the time and place when consumers drive an automobile. In
this sense, a fully automated vehicle is a means of movement
that not only blurs the lines between human and machine, but
one that blurs the lines between human, machine and
computer/information systems.

While the challenges regarding the evolutionary scenario
are somewhat scenario inherent, i.e. the mixed traffic situation
during the transition toward fully automated driving, this
seems to be different with the revolutionary scenario.
Assuming that a limited deployment of fully automated vehi-
cles in dedicated areas—e.g. on a few city blocks or on a few
highways—is at least a likely pathway towards this scenario, a
necessary infrastructure can be deployed more easily for this
limited scope than it would be the case for a large network of
city streets and highways, meaning that the revolutionary sce-
nario might earlier come to fruition than the evolutionary one.

Although this scenario could be regarded as coming from
the niche level within the system of automobility (e.g. consid-
ering the research activities and the test beds [73]), the key
players could rather be seen as established within the regime
of another system, namely the ‘system of information and
communication’ [31]. However, the business models that the-
se players pursue currently remain rather nebulous: it is highly
uncertain if companies from the information technology sec-
tor could (or even plan to) eventually replace the established
OEM and take over the car manufacturing field. In fact, com-
panies like Google currently seem to be the only ones official-
ly promoting a fully automated vehicle that does not have
pedals and a steering wheel anymore [74], while OEM focus
more on automated assisting features that eventually, but only
in the long-term lead to fully automated vehicles [56]. This
tentativeness currently leaves room for a lot of speculation not
only on the possible scenarios but also on the potential con-
sequences [56]. Changes on the regime level of the system of
automobility are therefore conceivable for many of the re-
gime’s (material or immaterial) elements: company take-
overs or cooperation could alter the landscape of actors in
the system, influencing technical products and (mobility) ser-
vices, thereby influencing the meaning and ascription of au-
tomobiles [75]; automobile user practices could adjust, and
Bhow the car is inhabited can be transformed^ [69, p. 237],
etc. One thing seems to be certain, though: the digitalization of
many parts of our societies does (or probably will) not spare
the mobility sector in general [75].

Transformation of personal mobility

Finally, a third scenario towards fully automated driving aims
at reinventing personal mobility by combining the advantages
of the personally used automobile and public transportation,
addressing the ‘last mile’ problem, and further enhanced by
advanced technology. The key players in this field are startup
and service companies that pursue new business opportuni-
ties. The goal is to automate taxi and ride-sharing services, i.e.
to offer so-called ‘automated mobility on-demand’ (AMOD)
services, which consist of a fleet of self-driving vehicles that
can be ordered to the user’s location to be then transferred to a
desired destination, all within a pre-defined operating area.
Currently there are several pilot deployments of AMOD sys-
tems in Switzerland, Singapore, or England [e.g. 76, 78].

On the one hand, this scenario is similar to the revolution-
ary scenario as it aims at changing mobility patterns in a lim-
ited deployment area (such as a specific downtown district).
On the other hand, however, the primary focus here is to
establish a completely new way of personal mobility—closely
interrelated to the use of information and communication tech-
nologies (e.g. that enables fast access to vehicles or mobility
services). It does not just aim to revolutionize the way that
people use the automobile as we know it, but rather integrate

7 A liberation from the driving task fits in with cars’ evolutionary devel-
opment over recent decades where a trend could be observed that driving
is far less a matter of expressing identity (as alsomanifested in sports cars’
loss of significance and the increase in closed vehicles with large inte-
riors) than one of temporarily ‘inhabiting’ a space that also enables social
interaction [69].
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personal mobility with public transportation to address safety,
pollution, and congestion problems. The respective startup or
service companies are driven by the idea that the personally
owned and operated automobile is more and more impractical
if not completely unsustainable in cities, but at the same time
the public transportation network of trains and buses is not
seamless enough so that a convenient door-to-door coverage
can be offered. Therefore, the transformative scenario could
be regarded as on the edge of technological and social inno-
vation to address problems that individual motorized traffic
brought to the fore, advanced by a very active startup-
community around (shared) mobility options that constantly
develops digital applications for connected and intermodal
transportation options [cf. 79].

AMOD systemsmight in some cases just cover the first/last
mile segment of an inner-city trip (i.e. to/from the subway
station) and in other cases enable a practical way to implement
a convenient public transportation system in the first place. It
could also serve as an expansion and differentiation of today’s
car sharing concepts where one of the main hurdles remain in
that the user has to catch the vehicle—with fully automated
vehicles it could be the other way round: the vehicle catches
the user [80, p. 177]. This, at first glance, could indeed offer
new potentials to change current automobile practices (as well
as the meanings that are currently ascribed to an automobile)
on the regime level: instead of using and owning an automo-
bile, users of fully automated vehicles could order a car when-
ever they need it, or access other means of transport if these
seem to suit their mobility needs in a better way.

Alongside the above-mentioned changes on the regime
level from the other scenarios that might as well play out for
the transformative scenario, also come changes that arise from
the hybridization of individual and public transport. The like-
lihood of local transport authorities engaging more in cooper-
ation with private mobility providers might lead to
renegotiating rules, regulations and access in the public trans-
port arena, thus retroacting on Bknowledge and discourses,
their sedimentation in material landscapes, institutions and
laws to governmentalities, subject formations and empirical
practices^ [18, p. 619].

One challenge concerning the transformative scenario actu-
ally seems to lie in establishing initial deployments of AMOD
systems, coming from a niche, in public, so that the benefits and
practicality of this approach can be demonstrated. The key
players behind this scenario hope to generate demand for re-
spective solutions so that significant R&D efforts can be spread
over multiple deployments and can be recovered altogether.
This presents a typical startup problem, which is that innovative
companies pursue a novel business idea, often involving novel
technology and aiming to transform the existing, but don’t have
too much leverage on the market. In addition, similar to the
other two before mentioned scenarios, infrastructure measures
in terms of regulation, communication, and roadways might be

necessary, which need to be established first, even if only on a
very local level. Overall, this scenario might come to fruition in
a similar time horizon as the revolutionary scenario, which is
well before the evolutionary example because only limited de-
ployment areas are targeted.

Conclusion

Obviously, the three scenarios to fully automated driving are
rather complementary than competitive, they could therefore
as well evolve parallel to each other. However, their implica-
tions for the system of automobility could be quite different.
While the evolutionary scenario seems to lead to a slow trans-
formation or reconfiguration of the system on the regime level
without changing current mobility patterns [cf. 31, pp. 335],
and the transformative scenariomight imply a different regime
where multimodal practices replace the predominance of the
privately owned car (ibid.), the direction of the revolutionary
scenario remains rather nebulous—in part, because it is not
clear yet what the objectives and the scope of the dominant
players are. It is therefore challenging and due to further re-
search to evaluate the consequences that an amalgamation of
two systems, i.e. the system of automobility and the system of
information and communication technologies could implicate
in the mid and long term.

For reasons of the scale of (first) implementation, it can be
expected that the easiest (i.e. the transformative scenario)
might yield pilot deployments of fully automated urban mo-
bility services in form of AMOD in the very near term (within
a few years), the revolutionary scenario can be expected in the
midterm (by the end of this decade), and the evolutionary
scenario might only get to a level meeting the fully automated
driving definition in the very long term (it does not seem
realistic at this point to make projections that far into the
future, therefore a concrete date should not be stated).

Challenges that the different scenarios face are somewhat
similar, as infrastructure measures are needed to establish re-
spective legal, communication, and roadway systems recog-
nizing the special needs of fully automated vehicles. While
regulators have to learn how to regulate a new traffic pattern
with fully automated vehicles, the general public also needs to
learn how to interact with such new concepts. Today’s traffic
has actually, with all its challenges, become something intui-
tive and natural. That means eye contact, courtesy, intuition,
and common sense help humans to participate in traffic. And
going forward, a new behavior needs to be established if more
and more non-human behavior is added to the mix. Trust,
ethics, and hierarchy might change as humans hand over more
and more control to machines, which is something that can
also be observed in other fields of robotics, such as the
manufacturing realm.
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Outlook

The remarks on the three scenarios necessarily remain on a
fragmentary base—be it technical, legal, infrastructural, behav-
ioral or societal questions, challenges and measures, there cer-
tainly is more that could be discussed. Yet, the items mentioned
above should have served to initiate a start on a more holistic
debate on a future with fully automated vehicles and their im-
plications in a larger context, i.e. in the system of automobility.
So far, fully automated driving has been—besides from the
technological aspects—researched scarcely and the consider-
ations on the three scenarios also originate from a technological
perspective, respectively developments in the technological
sectors. Yet, different scenarios—this is what we wanted to
outline—could have different implications, not only in relation
to the technical artefact (the automobile) and its future users but
for the system of automobility as a whole. Such a systemic
research approach thereby maneuvers on the interface of differ-
ent scientific disciplines, or, to put it in other words: if fully
automated driving is considered to play a significant role in
future mobility possibilities, Bit should not be restricted to an
arena primarily concerned with technical and legal questions^
[81, p. 170]. Technological developments blur lines between
technology, society and nature, which is a reason why they are
only to be solved by close interdisciplinary work.

In our study, the multi-level perspective (MLP) was used to
identify and examine current developments in the field of au-
tomated driving. As stated in BNew technologies in relation to
sociotechnical transformation processes^, theMLP can be char-
acterized as an explanatory and analytical approach to investi-
gate sociotechnical changes and to emphasize specific charac-
teristics and dynamics on various levels (landscape, regime,
niche) that lead to these changes (20, p. 38). However, the
approach tends to unduly generalize the characteristics and dy-
namics into patterns, thereby suppressing Bhow technical sys-
tems are implicated in defining and reproducing daily life^ (21,
p. 471) whereas the examination of Bheterogeneity, contingen-
cy, fluidity, emergence, unpredictability, and untidiness^ (20, p.
38) as well as the formation/configuration of altered social prac-
tices and routines that enable technological change may be an
inevitable amendment to get a more holistic picture.

Admittedly, working concepts, theoretical and methodical
approaches that fit social sciences, engineering and the sciences
likewise to gain this ‘holistic picture’ are hard to find. An ex-
ample for such an approach would be the ‘constellation analy-
sis’ as Ban interdisciplinary Bridge-Concept^ [cf. 82, p. 1] that
tries to equally integrate bodies of knowledge, viewpoints and
investigative horizons of different disciplines from a bottom-up
perspective. Furthermore, and as recently stated by
Schirrmeister [83], discourse-analytical approaches seem to be
very well suited for research on future technologies: BAlthough
the theoretical background and methodological approach may
differ, […] discourse analysis could be an appropriate method

for investigating different subjects without being restricted to the
perspective of a single scientific discipline alone^ (ibid., p. 2).
Certainly, focusing on the discursive formations as
(re)productions of knowledge and their linguistic elements
alone would encumber the view on what Foucault from a more
holistic perspective described as ‘dispositif’: a net of material
structures, discourses, practices and subjective positioning [84,
p. 194]. In her recent work on possible changes within the
system of automobility and the emergence of new mobility
regimes, Manderscheid [18] picks up on Foucault’s concept of
the dispositif and provides interesting and integral insights that
could as well be suitable when analyzing implications of fully
automated driving in the future. Based on these assumptions
one could state that Ba broad societal learning process is need-
ed, with a focus on the system as a whole: its spatial character-
istics, the infrastructural and technologic options, individual
needs for mobility and access, cultural norms and institutions,
as well as their mutual interdependence^ [85, p. 1113].
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